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Session Learning Outcomes
As a participant, you will be able to…


Understand a framework for assessment in career services,
including:









Drawing parallels between assessment and the familiar activity of
storytelling
Recognizing various assessment approaches and the questions they
address

Gain experience using assessment data to tell the story of career
services

Reflect on where you may focus your next assessment efforts
Build confidence in your ability to engage in practitioner-engaged
assessment efforts

A FRAMEWORK FOR
ASSESSMENT IN CAREER SERVICES

What is Assessment?


Assessment is…






a continuous process
of gathering and interpreting evidence

to tell a story about the effectiveness of career interventions
for the dual purposes of continuous improvement
and celebrating successes.

(Makela & Rooney, 2012)

Goal of Assessment Stories




Present sufficient evidence to
make well-reasoned assertions
about the effectiveness of career
interventions, and

Motivate career services
professionals, students, and other
stakeholders to take action

The Best Stories Have Clear Purpose




In our favorite novels, authors limit their storylines to hook
readers.
Assessment is the same.
Limiting the number of storylines enhances the effectiveness
of our message.







What audiences are you creating this story for?
What is the primary focus of your story?
Whose perspective will the story share?
What evidence will be highlighted?
What will be left out?

Types of Assessment Stories
(Adapted from Makela & Rooney, 2014)
Assessment Type

Questions Asked

Needs

•

What might we do for and with clients?

Participation

•

Who did (or did not) participate?

Satisfaction

First destination

•
•
•
•
•

Performance

•
•

How comfortable or content were participants?
How engaged were participants?
What happens as a result of my career intervention(s)?
Why do they exist?
What are the employment, continuing education, and
volunteer/service outcomes of clients?
What might influence clients’ success in these areas?
How does my career intervention contribute to the mission and
performance of the institution(s) in which I work?
How will clients change as a result of what we do?
How will clients be different after the career intervention?
How will clients grow, change, or learn?

Outcomes

Learning

•
•
•

Selecting a Storyline


Needs – Participation – Satisfaction – Outcomes
All have value and provide different perspectives.
Seeking a balance is encouraged.

But, Where do I Start?

Let’s Explore Stories Together
I’ll briefly introduce each type of assessment



Goals, benefits, and drawbacks
Example assessment projects

As we go, reflect on applications to your practice


What stories do you want to tell?







What is our primary focus? What drives us?
Which key stakeholders / audiences are we creating the story for?
What questions do they have? What stories will move them to action?
What resources and strengths do we already have (vs. need to gather)?
What information / evidence will help us be at our best?
What might be left out at this time?

Focus on evidence that helps to continuously improve and communicate
value

Let’s Explore Stories Together
I’ll briefly introduce each type of assessment



Goals, benefits, and drawbacks
Example assessment projects

As we go, reflect on applications to your practice


What stories do you want to tell?







What is our primary focus? What drives us?
Which key stakeholders / audiences are we creating the story for?
What questions do they have? What stories will move them to action?
What resources and strengths do we already have (vs. need to gather)?
What information / evidence will help us be at our best?
What might be left out at this time?

Focus on evidence that helps to continuously improve and communicate
value

ASSESSING NEEDS

Why Assess Needs?
Gathers input from
multiple sources and
perspectives to identify
strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, threats,
supports and barriers.

1. Identifies and prioritizes
gaps between
where we are now and
where we want to be.
2. Works to continuously improve
programs, services, resources,
and environmental conditions
that support clients’
achievement of career
development goals.

Why Assess Needs?


Benefits:


Seeks to understand the
various perspectives, wants,
and experiences of clients–
meeting them where they are.



Informs program and service
planning regarding goals,
messaging, resource allocation,
etc.



Drawbacks:


Can be limited by the access
(or lack of access) to potential
client groups. Critical to seek
input from groups not currently
receiving service.

Assessment Example:
Career Advisory Focus Groups




Purpose:
To gather insights on attitudes
and beliefs regarding career
development and career
services
Participants:






Undergraduate and
graduate students;
Career services, student
affairs, and academic
affairs colleagues;
Campus administrators



End Goal:
Develop themes for
understanding “career”
in the participants’ language
to:




Inform upcoming strategic
plan work
Build a coding guide for
future qualitative interviews
with students and campus
leadership
(First step in a larger needs
assessment project)

Assessment Example:
Career Advisory Focus Groups


Individual, small group, and large group reflections were
organized around the following guiding questions:


When you hear the word “career”, what feelings does it evoke?



What does the word “career” mean to you?



What is the value of having a career center on a university
campus?



Please fill in the blanks:

When The Career Center is at its best,
it helps _(who)_______
to
_(do what)____
by
_(how)_______.

Assessment Example:
The “Value” of a Career Center
Stakeholders identified
four categories of
importance:
 Symbolic
 Administrative &
Expertise
 Connection
 Education

Assessment Example:
The “Value” of a Career Center
Symbolic Value
 A career center “is a beacon – a center you can point to, to
know when you are desperate, there is a place you can go. It
is the lighthouse.”





“Presence = awareness”
“You have to have a career center on
campus. That is why universities exist today.”

“We owe them a career center as it helps
students exit.”

Assessment Example:
The “Value” of a Career Center
Administrative & Expertise Value
 Career centers "set a standard and keep up with the trends.“






“From an accreditation liaison perspective –
higher education leads to a point (e.g., job).
If that is what you are doing, you have to
get students to an end point.”
“It is about compliance – making sure things
are uniformly administered.” (e.g., graduate
outcomes data)
“It is a place with experienced folks who
know and have a longer view of what a
career can really be.”

Assessment Example:
The “Value” of a Career Center
Connection Value
 “…ability for students to mingle
with people different than their
field of study.”








“A bridge between university and
employers.”
“A place for employers to reach out to make the connections to
students.”

“Gives parents a strong sense of value. Will take care of my
student.”
A place to “tag team with advisors.”

Assessment Example:
The “Value” of a Career Center
Education Value




“It is about a student
understanding the totality of
their experience. What their
degree can do for them, take
them. A different vantage point
on what they can do next.”
“From a student perspective…
the ability to translate what I
am doing in my book work.
How to tell the story in this
experience to an audience who
understands it differently. A
broader audience. CV, Resume,
Job Talk. How to bring some
reality to the work that I am
doing. From one context to
another.”



What stories do we want to tell?








What is our primary focus? What drives us?
Which key stakeholders / audiences are we creating the
story for?
What questions do they have? What stories will move them
to action?
What resources and strengths do we already have (vs.
need to gather)?
What information / evidence will help us be at our best?
What might be left out at this time?

Focus on evidence that helps to continuously improve
and communicate value

Quick reminder to reflect and connect…

ASSESSING PARTICIPATION

Why Assess Participation?




Who is using services AND
who is not using services
Benefits:







Demonstrating volume and
reach of career services
Clarifying gaps in delivery
Informs resource allocation (e.g.,
time, staff, $) and targets for
future service delivery

Drawbacks:


Easy to slide into the trap of
“more is better” – focusing on
increasing volume, while losing
sight of quality

Assessment Example:
Managing Participation Data
The Career Center at Illinois collects participation data daily.
Here are some example 2018-2019 Academic Year numbers…


Student Contacts in Individual Services







Career coaching & pre-health advising: 2,504
Career drop-in advising: 700
Resume and cover letter reviews: 4,799
Mock interviews: 726

Q: How many
freshmen used
drop-in services in
the afternoon?

Student Contacts at Group Programs /
Events




Career fairs and graduate/professional
school fairs: 2,919
Career workshops: 10,117
Promotional events: 10,440

Q: Can I have a list
of Latino/a juniors
attending career
fairs in March?

Assessment Example: Dashboarding
Participation Data - in Microsoft Excel!

Assessment Example:
How to Build the Dashboard in Excel
You already have access to step-by-step instructions and Excel
templates! Check out this article…

http://go.illinois.edu/NCDADataManagementArticle

Assessment Example:
How to Build the Dashboard in Excel
Success! This dashboard
was created by Leah
Pappas, Project Manager
& Career Services
Professional at the
Australian Centre for
Career Education.

That Sounds Great, but Can I Really Do This?

Based on our templates,
Leah developed her
dashboard in just two
weeks after reading our
article in the February
2017 Career Developments
Web Magazine!

http://go.illinois.edu/NCDADataManagementArticle

Assessment Example:
Sample Participation Variables Collected
Client Background /
Demographics
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

University identifier
Name
University email
College
Department
Major
Class
GPA
Hours completed
Gender
Ethnicity
Citizenship

About Individual Services

About Group Services / Events

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Date
Time
Service name / Type
Appointment status
(complete, cancel, no
show, unfilled)
▪ Delivery mode (in person
/ virtual)
▪ Staff
▪ Primary topic / Reason
for visit

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Date
Time
Event name / type
Delivery mode (in person / online)
Primary staff / Secondary staff
Staff type
(Career Center or collaborator)
Primary Topic
Location
Sponsor (Career Center,
requested, joint sponsored)
Primary audience
Headcount (if we do not have
individual student data)

Assessment Example:
Dashboarding, Sample Results and Use
Able to track and visualize
capacity of our Mock
Interview program,
demonstrating that we are
operating at capacity.

Stimulated conversations:
❑

Who is using the Mock Interview program, and for what purpose?

❑

How much might The Career Center invest in expanding this service?

❑

When and how do we refer students to other services?

ASSESSING SATISFACTION

Why Assess Satisfaction?






Participants’ perceptions of the
quality of career interventions and
their experiences.
Benefits:
 An immediate measure of
engagement or enjoyment
 Satisfied participants are likely to:
◼ Talk favorably about your
services to their friends
◼ Return for future services

Drawbacks:
 “Helpful, but not sufficient”:
Happiness alone does not indicate
growth, development, or achieving
the goals of the career
intervention

Assessment Example: Brief Reflection
after Individual Appointments






Learning and student development theory-informed
assessment of satisfaction and outcomes
Target audience:
Students who participated in individual appointments at The
Career Center
Assessment strategy:
Brief reflections at a
computer station immediately
following appointment;
Spring 2018

Assessment Example:
Brief Reflection Instrument and Process


Immediately following appointments, students were invited to
stop at a computer to briefly reflect on the following questions:
As a result of my appointment with The Career Center today:
 I learned: ____
Thank you to Saint Louis
 My next step is: ____
University Career Services for
 In one word, I feel: _____

inspiring the “I feel” question!


Results coded by:







Bloom’s taxonomy (knowledge gained vs. application / synthesis)
How specific and actionable identified next steps were
Trends in affective words

Feedback used to enhance individual appointments in
individual supervision and group staff development.

Assessment Example: Brief Reflection,
Sample Findings and Use








Feeling words collated and coded
(95% positive; 3% negative;
2% neutral)
Most common words:
Relieved, Excited, Better, Confident
Word clouds developed for the
office, as well as for individual
career coaches
Common expressions such as
“Relieved”, “Better”, “Comforted,”
“Secure” were particularly striking.



Led to discussions of student stress and
anxiety.
Informed marketing messages to
students and staff development
programming in the next year



What stories do we want to tell?








What is our primary focus? What drives us?
Which key stakeholders / audiences are we creating the
story for?
What questions do they have? What stories will move them
to action?
What resources and strengths do we already have (vs.
need to gather)?
What information / evidence will help us be at our best?
What might be left out at this time?

Focus on evidence that helps to continuously improve
and communicate value

Quick reminder to reflect and connect…

ASSESSING OUTCOMES
…with a special focus on Learning Outcomes

Why Assess Outcomes?




What is the result or impact of our
career interventions?
Benefits:







Explores the difference career
services makes – what is the value?
Communicates which desired
outcomes students are (and are not)
achieving, which then…
Provides insights into specific areas
for program improvement

Drawbacks:




Outcomes take time to achieve
Lag time can make data collection
a challenge
Moderating and competing
influences

Today: Focus on Learning Outcomes… Why?


Learning outcomes connect us to the core functions of higher
education institutions







Career development programming is education
We help our students develop knowledge and skills (e.g., career
exploration, career decision making, career management) that
they will use throughout their lifetime

Learning outcomes focus on what students should be able to
know, do, demonstrate, value, or feel as a result of
engaging in a career intervention
Outcomes help us define impact: How students have
changed; they tell us how we are making a difference
(Keeling & Associates, 2007; Makela & Rooney, 2012)

Assessment Example: Learning
Outcomes and Resume Review Services






Primary Learning Outcome:
Undergraduate students who
engage in drop-in resume
review services will be able to
effectively communicate their
accomplishments within a resume
format.
Target audience:
Undergraduate students
Assessment strategy:
Analysis of completed resumes,
with a rubric developed to
define “effectively
communicate accomplishments.”



Data Collection:
Designed a study asking the
question…
Is there a significant difference in
resume quality, as measured by
the rubric, for students who
(a) have not used career services,
(b) used resume review services,
and
(c) used resume review services
and additional career services?

Assessment Example: Resume Review
Rubric, Defining Desired Outcomes

Assessment Example:
Rubric Assessment Methods and Process


Rubric for evaluating resumes based on professional standards and our
own training materials. Pilot tested in 2008 study; updated and
applied to 2012 study. The final rubric contained eight sub-scales:
30-Second Scan
General Format
Spelling & Grammar







Name/Contact Information
Education
Positive/Professional Tone

Primary Experience
Additional Sections

Randomly selected 60 resumes from undergraduate students in the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (20 per experimental group)

Trained a team of reviewers who conducted blind reviews. Each resume
was reviewed by 3 raters. (91% rater agreement)
Employed one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s test of multiple comparisons
to explore significant differences

(* p < .05, ** p < .01 *** p < .001)

Assessment Example:
Resume Review Rubric, Sample Findings


Resumes could earn a total quality score of 8 (“Incomplete”)
to 32 (“Professional”).

We explored differences in subscales as well. For full results
and interpretations, visit materials our website.

Assessment Example: Resume Review
Rubric, Sample Use of Findings






Marketing to students, families, colleagues.
A 15-minute resume review improves resume quality.
Training resumes reviewers about when and how to make
referrals to other career services.
When they observe students who are having difficulty
communicating professional themes throughout their resume.
Adapted resume rubric for assessment into a staff training
resource and student teaching tool.
Enhance consistency and completeness in feedback shared with
students in a variety of environments.

GETTING STARTED WITH
ASSESSMENT

Types of Assessment Stories
(Adapted from Makela & Rooney, 2014)
Assessment Type

Questions Asked

Needs

•

What might we do for and with clients?

Participation

•

Who did (or did not) participate?

Satisfaction

First destination

•
•
•
•
•

Performance

•
•

How comfortable or content were participants?
How engaged were participants?
What happens as a result of my career intervention(s)?
Why do they exist?
What are the employment, continuing education, and
volunteer/service outcomes of clients?
What might influence clients’ success in these areas?
How does my career intervention contribute to the mission and
performance of the institution(s) in which I work?
How will clients change as a result of what we do?
How will clients be different after the career intervention?
How will clients grow, change, or learn?

Outcomes

Learning

•
•
•

Types of Assessment Stories
(Adapted from Makela & Rooney, 2014)
Assessment Type

Questions Asked

Needs

•

What might we do for and with clients?

Participation

•

Who did (or did not) participate?

Satisfaction

First destination

•
•
•
•
•

Performance

•
•

How comfortable or content were participants?
your
starting point?
HowWhere
engagediswere
participants?
questions
spark
your interest?
What happensWhat
as a result
of my career
intervention(s)?
Why do they exist?
What are the employment, continuing education, and
volunteer/service outcomes of clients?
What might influence clients’ success in these areas?
How does my career intervention contribute to the mission and
performance of the institution(s) in which I work?
How will clients change as a result of what we do?
How will clients be different after the career intervention?
How will clients grow, change, or learn?

Outcomes

Learning

•
•
•

FIRST SECRET to Successful Assessment


Get started!
(Suskie, 2009)

Avoid the Myth of Perfection


There is NO perfect assessment.


Assessment is a continuous process, with opportunities for learning
and revision



Get started, and refine as you go

Start Small and Build Up


Get started. Start small. Build up, brick by brick.



Assessment does NOT have to be BIG or INTIMIDATING.



Think of assessment in terms of building a house…
Focus on laying one brick at a time, no matter how small,
and building up to a strong foundation – a rich body of
evidence.

Where to Start?




Begin with small projects associated with career services
interventions that you believe to be successful


Test your assumptions, and see what you can discover



Explore how a small assessment project can tell the story of how
career services makes a difference in students’ lives



Look for ways to build upon and enhance that story

Why? Small, positive experiences with assessment can teach
useful skills, build confidence and capabilities, and motivate
future assessment efforts

Revisiting: Session Learning Outcomes
Did you?


Understand a framework for assessment in career services,
including:









Drawing parallels between assessment and the familiar activity of
storytelling
Recognizing various assessment approaches and the questions they
address

Gain experience using assessment data to tell the story of career
services

Reflect on where you may focus your next assessment efforts
Build confidence in your ability to engage in practitioner-engaged
assessment efforts

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE AT:
https://www.careercenter.illinois.edu/scholarship-and-innovation
The Career Center at University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign aims to enhance career
education experiences and outcomes of college students and graduates, at our
institution and across the country. Resources related to all projects highlighted in this
presentation are available on our website. Visit us to discover ideas and access
resources to support your career services assessment efforts.
jpmakela@illinois.edu

Julia Panke Makela, Associate Director for Assessment & Research
The Career Center at University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign

CONTINUING THE CONVERSATION:
Assessment & Research in Career Services (ARCS) Network
ARCS facilitates conversations among career services professionals who are engaged
in assessment and research within practice environments. We share information and
build collaborations to enhance career development programs and services, as well
as to further the field of career development.
Join our listserv by sending an email to arcs-request@lists.illinois.edu
jpmakela@illinois.edu

Julia Panke Makela, Associate Director for Assessment & Research
The Career Center at University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
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